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Abstract Privacy is one of the pressing issues of the digital
age. New technologies and surveillance practices continuous-
ly present new privacy threats. This paper reports an explor-
atory qualitative study on non-experts’ metaphors for privacy
in future society using focus group material from three coun-
tries: Finland, Germany and Israel. Using thematic analysis,
four metaphorical frames for privacy are constructed: ‘dodo’,
‘hemline’, ‘savings’ and ‘foundations of our home’. The
frames are analysed using the causal layered analysis method
to uncover their systemic and worldview components. Taken
together, the metaphorical frames highlight two key concerns
of individuals: their struggle for control over a dominating
future, on the one hand, and the problem of trust in collective
means of privacy protection, on the other hand. The article
concludes that the views of non-experts need to be included
in broad societal discussion about a desirable future society
and the role of privacy in that society. This discussion needs to
seriously consider systemic interconnections that challenge
privacy as well as the whole ecosystem of metaphorical
frames for privacy.

Keywords Metaphor . Privacy . Futures studies . Causal
layered analysis

Introduction

Privacy is one of the pressing issues of the digital age. Privacy
topics are discussed in the media every day, often in connec-
tion with new and emerging technologies. Current privacy
threats include ubiquitous computing, radio-frequency identi-
fication, Big Data and behaviour in online social networks
[1–5: 1]. Edward Snowden’s revelations of NSA surveillance,
in turn, have amplified the debate about the limits of govern-
mental data collection [6]. While privacy may seem like a lost
cause, there are also efforts to ensure privacy protection in the
new technological landscape. Particularly in Europe, privacy
issues are high on the agenda: the data protection reform pro-
cess has culminated in the General Data Protection Regulation
which was adopted on 27 April 2016.

Privacy has been studied extensively in recent decades [7,
8], and previous research projects have also studied possible
futures of privacy in the context of emerging technologies [3,
9]. The stream of privacy literature has demonstrated that pri-
vacy fulfills the criteria of a wicked problem: it is multiface-
ted, there are many actors and possible solutions, and solu-
tions are likely to create novel problems [10].

Privacy is also a deeply personal issue which influences the
everyday life of ordinary citizens [11]. Therefore, the futures
of privacy cannot be governed top-down and only discussed
in specialist debates on data protection. We must consider the
views of citizens in addition to experts and technology devel-
opers. In particular, citizens need to be empowered to consider
preferred futures themselves. In foresight and anticipatory
governance of emerging technologies, there is a growing trend
towards citizen participation [12–14]. Even though participa-
tion brings new challenges, ordinary citizens need to take part
in anticipatory discussions which touch on their everyday
lives. By using a relatively long future time horizon, individ-
uals can freely express their hopes and fears regarding privacy.
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The views of non-experts can act as a reference when
reforming privacy governance and designing information
systems.

This article presents an explorative qualitative study on
citizens’ thinking on long-term futures of privacy. The inten-
tion is to map ordinary citizens’ privacy conceptions and fu-
tures thinking rather than to uncover new knowledge about
probable technological development or envision desirable fu-
tures. Causal layered analysis is used to study material from
three focus groups conducted in 2012 in Finland, Germany
and Israel. The future time horizon is 2050, although the exact
year is not critical because anticipatory ideas are unlikely to be
coded by year in individuals’ thinking. In contrast to forecast-
ing possible futures, the long-term future is used as a method-
ological tool to map citizens’ thinking. In our searches, we
have not been able to find literature that deals with citizens’
anticipation of long-term privacy futures.

The article is structured as follows. In the first two sections,
we will discuss the key concepts of the study, privacy concep-
tions and metaphorical futures thinking. Then, we will intro-
duce the empirical data and the analysis methods. In the
analysis section, we will present the results of the analysis
followed by a discussion of the implications.

The qualitative analysis revealed four metaphorical frames
for privacy in the future: privacy as the dodo, as the hemline,
as savings and as foundations of our home. Privacy was
conceptualised either in individualistic or collective terms.
For the individualistic framing, the key concern is individual
control. For the collective framing, in turn, the central question
is trust in collective means of protecting privacy. The lessons
from this study for societal debate are twofold. Firstly, broad
societal debate is needed on a desirable society and the role of
privacy in that society, taking into account systemic intercon-
nections and possible system traps. Secondly, the discussion
needs to consider the whole ecosystem of different privacy
conceptions, worldviews and framing metaphors.

Theoretical background

Privacy conceptions

During several decades of privacy scholarship, defining
privacy has proven to be difficult. Privacy is a complex
phenomenon that is discussed in many fields including
political science, computer science, legal theory and informa-
tion systems [5: 67]. Privacy is also a controversial, norma-
tively loaded and dynamically evolving concept [15: 11, 16:
132, 5: 67]. In contemporary research, privacy is generally
defined as a multi-dimensional construct, encompassing
physical space, social relations, psychological and deci-
sional interference, and control over personal information
[16: 135–144, 17: 12–13, 18].

The relational and contextual nature of privacy has also
been emphasised in privacy scholarship. Privacy is a societal
value [19: 220–231], and a contextual phenomenon that con-
cerns different norms at home, in the workplace, in the online
environment and in leisure activities [5, 15, 20]. Likewise,
privacy violations are contextual, including surveillance, in-
trusion and illegitimate data aggregation [17: 40–49, 104].
Following Nissenbaum [5: 140], privacy can be defined brief-
ly as sets of norms which govern acceptable data flows in
different contexts.

However, for this paper, individual conceptions of privacy
are more important than general definitions. Because individ-
uals are the targets of privacy violations, discussions of priva-
cy need to take into account how privacy is experienced by
individuals [11: 47–48]. Privacy conceptions refer to the sub-
jective ways in which individuals frame privacy: their per-
ceived vulnerabilities and specific issues of concern. In par-
ticular, privacy conceptions refer to the cognitive aspects of
privacy attitudes, as opposed to the affective aspects [18].

Privacy concerns are an established topic in the informa-
tion systems literature, for instance in studies of privacy-
related behaviour [21, 22]. However, privacy conceptions
are more fundamental because the conception defines what
an individual is concerned about [18]. Nevertheless, individ-
ual differences in privacy conceptions have thus far received
little analytical attention [18].

In this article, we connect privacy conceptions to meta-
phorical frames of privacy in future society using focus group
material. Miltgen and Peyrat-Guillard [23] have previously
utilised focus groups in an extensive study of privacy con-
cerns, but their focus was on understanding current privacy
behaviour, disclosure and protection, rather than examining
subjective privacy conceptions in the context of the long-
term future.

Cultural frames and metaphors for imagining futures

This article studies the cultural frames that ordinary citizens
use when imagining futures of privacy. The long-term future
is used as a tool to investigate these frames. Cultural frames
are important because they shape expectations and discussions
regarding the future [24]. Futures thinking is influenced by
individuals’ beliefs about the past, and about causes and ef-
fects as well as their broader cultural worldview [25, 26]. In
futures research, the image of the future, an imagined future
that influences action, is a closely related concept [25, 27, 28].
Recent psychological research has also examined futures
thinking under the term prospection, which includes develop-
ing mental representations of a general or abstract state of the
world (‘semantic simulation’) [29, 30]. In this article, the
cultural frame is understood as the perspectivising lens
that influences the perceived key issue or issues concerning
futures of privacy.
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Because cultural frames are complex, we have chosen to
investigate them using metaphors. We understand metaphors
in Lakoff and Johnson’s sense, as conceptual mappings be-
tween different domains — something abstract understood in
terms of something more concrete [31, 32]. In particular, we
focus on understanding the role of privacy in future society
through different metaphors. The assumption is that frames for
imagining futures are largely metaphorical, but this claim is
not studied in depth in this paper. Instead, we utilise metaphors
as tools for communicating the essential aspects of a cultural
frame.

Metaphors are a growing area of study within futures re-
search [33]. To a large extent, the existing literature has fo-
cused on utilising metaphors for effective scenario building
and successfully communicating scenarios [34, 35]. In con-
trast, in this paper we focus on metaphorical thinking of ordi-
nary citizens outside explicit foresight processes. Existing im-
ages of the future influence individuals’ behaviour and thus
partly shape the emergent future [25: 32–33, 27: 1, 28: 82].
More importantly, it is necessary to become aware of existing
frames as a first step towards discussing and shaping desirable
futures.

Privacy conceptions, discussed in the previous chapter,
constitute one part of the frames for understanding privacy
futures. However, the broader frame also includes many other
dimensions such as worldviews and ideologies. Causal lay-
ered analysis, introduced in the methodology section, is used
as the framework for operationalising these concepts [36–38].
In the subsequent sections, we will first introduce the empir-
ical data and then explain our approach to identifying and
analysing metaphorical frames using thematic analysis and
causal layered analysis.

Empirical data and analysis methods

As empirical material, this article uses focus groups conducted
in 2012.1 Three focus group discussions were held: one in
Finland, Germany and Israel.2 Focus groups are a suitable data
collection method for studying complex topics because they
allow participants to explore issues using their own words
[39]. Focus groups have been utilised to study privacy con-
cerns in the context of new technologies [23, 40], but to our
knowledge focus groups have not been used to study individ-
uals’ thinking on the future of privacy.

In total there were 28 participants in the three focus groups.
The participants answered four rounds of open questions.
The questions were prepared by one of the institutions
in the PRACTIS consortium (see Appendix 1). The gen-
der and age distributions of the participants are presented in
Tables 1 and 2 below.

We analyse the frames using the causal layered anal-
ysis (CLA) method. Causal layered analysis is a quali-
tative futures research method that facilitates the in-
depth study of beliefs about the future by dividing
future-related texts into four layers: litany, system,
worldview and metaphor [36–38]. In causal layered
analysis, long-term futures are used as a methodological
tool for examining present beliefs rather attempting to
forecast possible futures. Analytical attention is drawn
to futures thinking in the present, in this case the fu-
tures thinking of ordinary citizens.

Four layers of depth are identified in causal layered
analysis. The litany level is the surface-level description
of an issue or development. The system level explores
assumptions regarding social, technological and other
causes and systemic interrelations. The worldview level
discusses the ideologies and paradigms which frame our
understanding of issues. The final metaphor level in-
cludes the shared metaphorical interpretations which
summarise the characteristics of the issue or develop-
ment, and to which individuals are deeply committed
[37: 11–15]. The layers of CLA are assumed to be
connected to one another: metaphors and worldviews
frame problems on the litany level [37: 3]. The layers
are illustrated below in Fig. 1.

CLA is a versatile method and the layers can be
interpreted in different ways. In this study, the goal is
to investigate metaphorical frames for the future of pri-
vacy. Therefore the material needs to be divided accord-
ing to core metaphors. We chose to divide the material
according to clusters of participants, assuming that each
individual has certain systemic beliefs, a certain world-
view and core metaphor when considering futures of
privacy, and that similar individuals can be grouped into
clusters. We acknowledge that this is a simplification
and individuals may simultaneously hold several con-
flicting views. Our interpretation of the layers is given
below.

1 The focus group sessions were held before the discussion initiated by
Edward Snowden’s disclosures, and thus they represent a snapshot of the
debate at that time.
2 In addition, focus group sessions were held in Belgium and Poland.
However, the transcripts of these sessions did not allow distinctions between
individual participants. Therefore they were unsuitable for our analysis focus-
ing on individuals’ metaphorical frames.

Table 1 Gender distribution of the focus group participants

Gender Finland Germany Israel Total

Male 5 4 8 17

Female 5 2 4 11

Total 10 6 12 28
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The litany layer is interpreted as the raw text data, ‘what the
text says’. The system layer is divided into six sub-questions
related to systemic concerns:

1. What is the participant’s conception of privacy and of the
functions of privacy [18]? Is privacy viewed from a nor-
mative or descriptive perspective [5]? Is privacy primarily
framed in terms of physical space, social relations, deci-
sional interference or control [16–18]?

2. What are seen as threats or drivers of change? What are
the roles of technology, state and corporate institutions
and culture [42]?

3. Which actors are seen as responsible for protecting pri-
vacy (individuals, companies, the state) [23, 43]?

4. What kinds of solutions are presented?
5. Are individuals seen to have control over sharing personal

information or is such control an illusion [44]?
6. How is the development of privacy over time perceived?

The worldview layer is understood through Mary
Douglas’s cultural theory which identifies four ways of
perceiving social relations (four ‘ways of life’): individ-
ualism, hierarchy, egalitarianism and fatalism [10, 45,
46]. In cultural theory, two dimensions are used for
distinguishing between the different worldviews: the
level of group pressure and the level of hierarchy. In

this study, the four worldviews are used in a heuristic
manner without extensive analysis.

The fourth layer, metaphor, is interpreted through Lakoff
and Johnson’s theory of metaphors as conceptual mappings
between different fields [31, 32]. In this case, the abstract
phenomenon of privacy is understood through some other
phenomenon, which influences how the future role of privacy
in envisioned. Thus metaphors take the form ‘privacy as
something’. Moreover, we assume that metaphors are gener-
ally not directlymentioned in the discussions, and thus finding
metaphors requires close reading and interpretation.

The six sub-questions on the system layer were used as the
criteria for clustering the focus group participants.3 First, the
focus group discussions were coded in the Dedoose web ap-
plication based on the themes listed above.4 Then, each indi-
vidual’s comments were investigated separately. We clustered
the participants into four groups based on similar views on
these themes. Quantitative clustering based on usage of words
was deemed unreliable due to the complexity of privacy con-
ceptions. Thus the clustering was done in a qualitative man-
ner, relying on researchers’ judgments. This process is inevi-
tably somewhat subjective since the questions listed above
were not asked directly in the focus groups. Instead, views
on these themes are derived from conversations which are
complex social situations.

The clustering process began with identifying partic-
ipants whose views clearly differed from each other and
placing these participants in different clusters. Then par-
ticipants that were similar to these initial ‘cluster cen-
tres’ were placed into the respective clusters. Ultimately,
a relatively coherent clustering was achieved. In the
next section, we present the four metaphorical frames
that we identified.

Four metaphorical frames for privacy in the coming
digital society

In this section, each metaphorical frame is discussed and
summarised in a table. The four frames are constructed as
ideal types: hypothetical characterisations of a phenomenon
in its purest form, aimed at capturing its essential features [47,
48: 18–22]. The composition of the clusters according to age,
gender, and focus group is presented in Appendix 2.

Privacy as the dodo

The first frame considers privacy as the dodo, that is, a species
made extinct largely through human actions (Table 3). The

3 The questions and differing views represent the ‘horizontal’ breadth of causal
layered analysis [37].
4 http://www.dedoose.com.Fig. 1 The causal layered analysis pyramid [41]

Table 2 Age distribution of the focus group participants

Age (years) Finland Germany Israel Total

20–30 2 2 4 8

31–40 4 3 1 8

41–50 0 0 3 3

51–60 3 0 2 5

61+ 1 1 2 4

Total 10 6 12 28
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dodo was a large flightless bird native to Mauritius which was
made extinct in the 1600s when the Dutch hunted it and
destroyed its habitat. Since then, the dodo has become a
symbol of obsolescence. Extinction is preceded by a
period when privacy as a value is critically endangered,
which is how the current situation is seen in this frame.
Privacy has then Bgone the way of the dodo^, as the
saying goes. More broadly, the fate of privacy also mir-
rors the process of environmental pollution and degra-
dation [17: 177–178, 187, 5: 242–243]. Loss of privacy
occurs much like climate change: economic interests,
consumerist values and the systemic effects of contem-
porary lifestyle lead to irreparable damage to the envi-
ronment and to privacy. Privacy is sacrificed to the con-
temporary technological lifestyle.

Companies and governments are seen as active agents
and threats to privacy. Privacy protection is seen as the
responsibility of individuals who are hedonistic con-
sumers with little control over their privacy. In the
Finnish focus group, one participant expressed the threat
of shifting standards: Bthe threat is that we begin to
consider control as self-evident and even compatible
with our own interest^ (male, 21–30 years). Another
Finnish participant spoke of a numbing effect that con-
tinuous data collection has on people (female, 31–
40 years). One Israeli participant claimed that Byoung
people are willing to expose themselves completely
and they don’t mind^ (female, 61+ years).

In systems thinking, drift to low performance has
been identified as one system trap. Drift to low perfor-
mance means a situation where standards gradually fall
because sub-average performance is assessed as the

standard level and goals are set lower [49]. The mech-
anism of the drift to low privacy is illustrated in Fig. 2.
The drift to low privacy is a systemic phenomenon, like
the extinction of species.

Decreasing expectations of privacy lead to a decreas-
ing overall level of privacy and vice versa. There is a
negative feedback loop with no balancing loop to stop
the drift [49]. Companies establish services and prac-
tices which diminish privacy norms, which in turn cre-
ates more demand for such services. The drift to low
privacy is viewed as a path-dependent process where
future options are dramatically reduced: BWe can’t di-
vert from the path we walk on this regard^ (male, 51–
60 years, Israel). Already today it is difficult for indi-
viduals to discard services such as Facebook and
Google because they have become part of the normal
lifestyle.

The worldview is fatalistic. Individuals tragically lose
their autonomy to act against powerful actors and trends
which determine the future. In Douglas’s cultural theory,
the fatalistic worldview is the worldview of prisoners
and servants, and more generally of culturally isolated
and strictly supervised groups, which fits the image of
lost privacy and autonomy [46].

Privacy as the hemline

In the second frame, privacy is both a shared value and
a personal preference which is continuously negotiated
and weighed against other interests including security,
attractive services and effective healthcare. Privacy is
thus the hemline: a fashion trend that emerges from
the everyday choices of individuals, like clothing
choices (Table 4). We choose our clothes based on our

Table 3 Causal layered analysis of privacy as the dodo (n = 12)

CLA layer Analysis

Litany Privacy is significantly diminished and surveillance and
data collection using new technologies are everyday
phenomena

System Conception of privacy: Normative. Privacy as the right to
be let alone and wide control over personal information.
Privacy is extremely important.

Threats: Companies, governments and hedonistic
individuals such as young people who unthinkingly share
their data

Responsible actor: Individual

Solutions: Personal coping strategies

Individual control: Control is illusory, individuals have lost
control over their privacy

Development: Gradual systemic drift to low privacy.

Worldview Fatalistic

Metaphor Privacy as the dodo

Fig. 2 Drift to low privacy
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preferences and our assessment of a particular situation,
and generally our clothing choices do not have serious
consequnces. According to this frame, then, privacy is
one value to be balanced in everyday situations.

On the system level, the future of privacy is
characterised by continuity and relatively slow evolution
compared to the present situation. Like fashion trends,
privacy continuously evolves — in a certain period, the
fashionable hemline is low and some years later it is
higher before again returning to a low hemline. The
perception of privacy will be different in the future
due to new communications technologies, but privacy
as an institution is not in great danger. Privacy will
remain important and in the most fundamental aspects
of life it will remain similar. Awareness of possible
threats will lead to people holding on to privacy more
tightly.

Traditional cultural and institutional methods of pri-
vacy protection such as consent and professional confi-
dentiality and personal coping tactics are viewed as suf-
ficient. Privacy is therefore in a state of relative equi-
librium and there are no radical systemic challenges to
current privacy norms. The main threats are seen to
come from criminals engaging in identity theft, for ex-
ample. In general, individuals are considered as active
in controlling their privacy. The evolution of privacy
occurs through pragmatic and contextual negotiation,
weighing the benefits and risks. As one participant put
it, Bwe shouldn’t get hysterical^ (male, 51–60 years,
Finland). On the one hand, there are concerns over
one’s profile being in many places but on the other

hand, one can also benefit from improved services by
giving information (male, 51–60 years, Finland).

The worldview is individualistic. Although privacy is
viewed as a shared value, individuals are continuously
engaging in negotiation with their privacy. If the bene-
fits are attractive, privacy can be flexibly negotiated.
When negotiating privacy, we need to pragmatically
consider the threats related to revealing aspects of our-
selves in each context.

Privacy as savings

In the third frame, privacy is seen as savings, that is, assets that
some can afford to have while others must use most of their
personal information as currency (Table 5). According to this
frame, personal information is a commodity and it is the
property of an individual, which means that individuals
are free to trade with it. Privacy, then, is a type of
restriction on the free flow of personal information.
The argument is that there will be significant changes
in lifestyle by 2050, and technological progress is the
central driving force behind these changes. Privacy will
exist in highly individualised and unequal forms. Those
who have skills and money have a high level of priva-
cy, while others have little privacy. Technological prog-
ress changes lifestyles, and privacy will have to be
adapted to the new technological surroundings.
Legislation will always lag years behind technological
developments. Because of the rapidity of the change,
the future is uncertain and it is difficult to know much
about the changes that are to come.

Table 5 Causal layered analysis of privacy as savings (n = 4)

CLA layer Analysis

Litany There is a free market of personal information with
individualised and unequal privacy

System Conception of privacy: Individualised. Personal information
is a commodity that can be traded, and privacy is a
regulating factor in this trading.

Threats: New technologies, government

Responsible actor: Individual

Solutions: Individual’s abilities, purchasing power and
common sense

Individual control: Possible but unequally divided

Development: Unstoppable evolution of technology and
marketisation

Worldview Individualistic

Metaphor Privacy as savings

Table 4 Causal layered analysis of privacy as the hemline (n = 5)

CLA layer Analysis

Litany Privacy will remain important but it will be perceived
differently

System Conception of privacy: Privacy is a shared value and a
personal preference. It is important but not the first
priority.

Threats: Criminals

Responsibility: Shared between society and individuals

Solutions: Common sense, traditional mechanisms,
regulation

Individual control: Real

Development: Slow evolution through continuous
negotiation

Worldview Individualistic

Metaphor Privacy as the hemline
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From the system perspective, privacy is seen as highly
individualised. It is the responsibility of individuals as consumers
to protect their own privacy. The free market of personal infor-
mation is seen as the natural state, and privacy regulation intro-
duces restrictions and market distortion. In the privacy literature,
some commentators have argued that giving individuals a prop-
erty interest in their personal information would lead to individ-
uals having more control over their information, since they can
bargain with it and exchange it for other goods in the market [16:
134]. However, others criticise this development because it pri-
vatises the social phenomenon of privacy and neglects the public
and collective value of privacy [50]. In addition, if individuals
must cope alone, there is little protection for those who are inca-
pable of protecting their own privacy.

The worldview is individualistic. In principle, each individual
has equal opportunities to protect their privacy and to trade with
it. However, because individuals are concerned with private ben-
efit, concentration of wealth and power mean that egalitarian
ideals are not reached [46]. In general, privacy is intimately con-
nected to individual freedom. From the individualistic perspec-
tive, privacy means the freedom to pursue happiness in one’s
own way as long as no harm is done to others. A liberal individ-
ualist discourse is prominent within privacy theorising, and it has
been argued that historically privacy emerged together with indi-
vidualism [15: 113–114]. The view of privacy as protection of
freedom is especially prominent in the United States [51].

Privacy as foundations of our home

The fourth metaphorical frame presents privacy as founda-
tions of our home, a crucial element for maintaining our per-
sonal identity and our democratic society (Table 6). Privacy is

a sacred value which is inviolable and must be protected.
Sacred values may not be traded off against secular ones such
as money [52]. Therefore the flow of personal data needs to be
strictly regulated and citizens need to be protected against
inequality and discrimination. This is in contrast to the ‘hem-
line’ and ‘savings’ frames, where privacy may be negotiated
and traded. The sacred value framing presents a ‘challenge
and response’ development narrative [53: 144–147] where
the community continually faces challenges relating to priva-
cy protection, but these challenges are tackled by the demo-
cratic political process. Ensuring privacy protection requires
continuous collective efforts. There is a parallel to current
discussions on climate change and the necessary transition
to sustainable energy. Maintaining a desirable level of privacy
in the future may require societal transitions similar to those in
energy policy. Ultimately the attitude regarding the future is
optimistic: the future can be controlled, like in Jim Dator’s
archetypical ‘disciplined society’ image [54].

On the system level, this participant cluster empha-
sises the social importance of privacy and the moral
obligation to protect privacy. The future depends on
the model that current generations set for future gener-
ations, and therefore we must act responsibly. One par-
ticipant (male, 31–40 years, Germany) argued that pri-
vacy is a cultural value that is connected to the
Enlightenment, and also a political value as Bpart of
the protection of citizens which is one of the main tasks
of society and the state^. This is seen as important for
maintaining democracy.

This framing presents a virtuous cycle which main-
tains privacy. Privacy as a shared value enables the
maintenance of the democratic public, which then pro-
tects privacy by regulating exposure and trade of infor-
mation. This in turn maintains privacy as a shared val-
ue. In accordance with the communitarian discourse on
positive rights, privacy is not only seen as the right to
be let alone but also the right to autonomy and to shape
society. In this discourse, the freedom of humans is not
challenged by the government, because the individual
and society are not seen as conflicting forces but rather
society has an active role in shaping individuals [55].

The worldview is egalitarian. An Israeli participant (fe-
male, 21–30 years) stated that privacy means protection
from inequality. They continued: BPrivacy must be uni-
form: everybody must be exposed or concealed in the
same amount^. Without privacy, everybody would have a
different ‘colour’ and could be treated differently. Because
privacy is a collective value, the downgrading of privacy
by some will cause loss of privacy for all. This expresses
the ideal of a strongly bonded group with few ranking or
grading rules between its members [46].

Table 6 Causal layered analysis of privacy as foundations of our
home (n = 7)

CLA layer Analysis

Litany We have a moral obligation to protect privacy by legislation

System Conception of privacy: Control over information and access,
and also a shared value. Privacy is a sacred value which
cannot be traded.

Threats: Lack of awareness, knowledge and transparency

Responsible actor: Society

Solutions: Broad regulatory framework

Individual control: Real

Development: Equilibrium: privacy maintains democracy
and democracy maintains privacy.

Worldview Egalitarian

Metaphor Privacy as foundations of our home
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Discussion

An ecosystem of frames as different types of futures

The four metaphorical frames can be interpreted as dif-
ferent kinds of thinking about the future. Futures think-
ing is always modal, which means that it relates to
necessity, possibility and contingency [56, 57]. The mo-
dality of futures thinking means that imagined futures
are linked to human agency in different ways, and they
may serve different functions, such as describing likely
events, calling for action or presenting future opportuni-
ties. A useful frame for categorising futures thinking is
de Jouvenel’s [58: 55] division of forecasts into primary,
secondary and tertiary (historical) forecasts. Table 7 be-
low illustrates the frames based on these frameworks.5

Using de Jouvenel’s [58] typology, ‘dodo’ is a primary fore-
cast: this is the undesirable ‘business-as-usual’ future, which be-
comes real if nothing is done. It should be read as a cautionary
tale that is intended as a prompt for action to protect privacy. The
‘foundations of our home’ frame is similar to a secondary fore-
cast: it indicates that we must collectively uphold privacy as a
value. The ‘hemline’ and ‘savings’ frames, in turn, can be under-
stood as historical forecasts, trying to imaginewhat could happen
in the complex interplay of different actors. From this perspec-
tive, imagining slow evolution or uncertainty are understandable
reactions to considering the future.

Moreover, the underlying conceptions of privacy are dif-
ferent in the different frames. This is crucial because the con-
ceptions of privacy determine the focus for imagining the
future of privacy. In other words, they answer the question
BThe future of what?^ and indicate how important this ques-
tion is considered to be. Due to differing privacy conceptions,
then, the central question about the future of privacy is differ-
ent. For the individualistic privacy conception, the question is
about optimism or pessimism regarding individual control.
For the collective privacy conception, the central question is
maintaining privacy as a shared value through collective
means. Table 8 below illustrates the privacy conceptions and
key issues.

We argue that these frames in fact constitute an
ecosystem of frames rather than mutually incompatible
alternatives. Douglas [46] states that all worldviews (in-
dividualism, fatalism, hierarchy, egalitarianism) are
needed, and governance solutions that impose one
organising principle will fail. Rather than constituting
alternatives, all of these frames are needed, and the
diversity of cultural frames is a key factor in shaping

a resilient future. If the frames are seen as an ecosys-
tem, the crucial question is whether the ecosystem is
diverse enough and whether these frames adequately
represent different worldviews.

Whether the frames are adequate for representing the dif-
ferent worldviews needs more empirical research, but some
preliminary remarks can be made. The ‘savings’ frame pre-
sents both the benefits and drawbacks of individualism.
Arguably it is more plausible than the ‘hemline’ frame which
presumes continuity in an era of rapid change. The ‘dodo’
frame, in turn, begs the question why some individuals are
able to see grave threats to privacy while others are blissfully
ignorant. Finally, the ‘foundations of our home’ frame is an
attractive description of a desirable future, but the shared value
basis that it presumes may be problematic in a multicultural
society. From this ecosystem perspective, it is undesirable to
search for one ultimate metaphor of privacy. Instead, it is
desirable to diversify futures thinking and to consider emer-
gent novelty rather than repeating conventional discourses
[60].

Implications for policy, research and public discussion

Considering policy implications, some limitations need
to be taken into account. Firstly, the intention of these
metaphorical frames is not to contribute directly to
policy-making by providing desirable visions. Instead,
they raise important themes in the privacy debate.
Secondly, the current study is exploratory with a limited
set of participants. Thirdly, the focus group design (see
Appendix 1) focused on current threats and the section
on futures was relatively short. Finally, most of the
discussion was negatively framed, lacking discussions
of privacy-enhancing technologies (PETs) or beneficial
market mechanisms.6

The metaphorical frames highlight two key themes in
the privacy debate: individual control and trust in col-
lective privacy protection.7 The first theme is the

Table 7 The metaphorical frames likened to different types of forecasts

Metaphorical frame Type of forecast [58]

Privacy as the dodo Primary

Privacy as the hemline Historical

Privacy as savings Historical

Privacy as foundations of our home Secondary

5 There are also many other frameworks for categorising futures thinking such
as Tapio and Hietanen’s typology [59], but this one was chosen for its sim-
plicity and because it can be used to categorise general futures thinking as
opposed to professional futures research.

6 Arguably this negative framing is inherent in the modern concept of privacy
which focuses on conditions of its violation, not its realisation [42].
7 Similar themes were found by Miltgen and Peyrat-Guillard [23], who iden-
tified control, regulation, trust and responsibility as foci of privacy concerns in
a focus group study
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individual’s struggle for control and agency in a future
consisting largely of dominating elements. There is a
clear danger to individuals’ autonomy if they are given
only illusory control regarding their personal informa-
tion. The ‘dodo’ and ‘savings’ frames express similar
privacy threats but the agency of individuals is viewed
differently. The former frame emphasises lack of control
while the latter suggests that control is possible but
unequally distributed.

For most of the focus group participants, the future
of privacy is something that emerges beyond their con-
trol. This tendency was clearest for those expressing the
‘dodo’ frame. This feeling of helplessness is problemat-
ic for privacy policy-making, particularly in Europe.
One of the stated aims of the EU data protection reform
is to empower citizens [61]. At the time of writing, it is
too early to tell whether the process is successful, but
Blume [62] argues that the General Data Protection
Regulation does not empower citizens and this is actu-
ally not its goal. The theme of control actually includes
two issues: whether citizens feel that they have control
over their personal data, and whether they feel they can
influence the debate on privacy protection. If there are
widespread feelings of powerlessness, corrective mea-
sures such as increasing awareness are urgently needed.

The second theme is trust in collective privacy pro-
tection mechanisms such as privacy legislation. There is
an ongoing debate whether binding privacy legislation
or market-based solutions are preferable for ‘future-
proofing’ privacy protection. The ‘dodo’ and ‘savings’
frames express skepticism about the effectiveness of pri-
vacy legislation, while the ‘hemline’ and ‘foundations of
our home’ frames express more optimism and trust. If
complex privacy legislation is drafted without public
understanding or trust, the risk is that citizens become
alienated from the privacy debate. It is important that in
a democratic society citizens understand the reasoning
behind privacy protection rules and that they are able
to use the means of privacy protection available to
them. This is particularly important as the participatory
governance has been a central aim within the European
Union in recent years [63].

Both nation states and EU institutions need to work
on establishing trust in privacy legislation, because if
privacy protection is left to individuals, privacy is likely

to become unequally distributed. This is already the
case with technological tools such as public key encryp-
tion and virtual private networks which are difficult to
utilise for most citizens. Similarly, technical debates
about data protection principles are unlikely to make
citizens feel empowered and trustful. Establishing trust
in EU institutions is particularly challenging in the cur-
rent atmosphere of uncertainty regarding the future of
the EU.

The question about privacy should be put into
broader societal context. The key question is what kind
of future society we want to live in and what role pri-
vacy has in this society, given current trends towards
digitalisation and increasing surveillance. Privacy con-
ceptions and metaphorical frames form an ecosystem
where diversity is important rather than categorising
conceptions as correct or mistaken. Therefore policy-
making on privacy should not be made in a technocratic
manner without public engagement. This means that the
discussion should not be dominated by one frame such
as liberal individualism, administrative efficiency or the
fight against terrorism. Instead, transparent and inclusive
debate is the prerequisite for seeking desirable futures
of privacy. The debate should include the whole spec-
trum of worldviews and the whole cast of privacy-
related actors including citizens, policy-makers, technol-
ogy developers and companies [43].

The final implication of these metaphorical frames is
that a broad systemic view is needed in privacy research
and public discussion. We need to move beyond enu-
merating individual privacy threats and identify and an-
alyse potential system traps such as the drift to low
privacy. These traps can be analysed in similar ways
as social-ecological system traps [64]. The interests
which drive privacy actors’ choices need to be part of
the discussion because these are crucial in systemically
producing privacy threats. Knowledge is also needed on
cross-sectoral interrelations, that is, how privacy is in-
fluenced by decision-making in other fields such as se-
curity and traffic policy. Climate researchers discuss the
water-energy-food nexus, highlighting the close linkages
between these areas [65]. This raises the question what
kind of ‘nexus’ is formed by privacy and other policy
fields. In addition, the systemic concepts of system traps
and nexus raise the question of systemic transition.

Table 8 Privacy conception and
the key issue of the future of
privacy

Privacy as mundane Privacy as highly important

Privacy as an issue of individual
control

Optimism about control
(savings)

Pessimism about control (dodo)

Privacy as an issue of collective
governance

Manageable change
(hemline)

Challenge and response
(foundations of our home)
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Where is the privacy system currently heading and do
we need path creation or ‘mindful deviation’ to reach a
more desirable future [66]?

There are some indications at present of this broad
discussion about desirable futures and the role of priva-
cy. The EU data protection reform is seeking to tackle
trust issues by establishing credible and effective gener-
al privacy rules. The recent documentary Democracy
tracks the reform, suggesting that central players within
the EU institutions were active in promoting data pro-
tection in Europe [67]. However, the General Data
Protection Regulation has also been described as a
Bmonster text^ because of the difficulty of interpreting
its layered meanings [62].

The MyData concept, in turn, aims to give control to con-
sumers while also ensuring that organisations can make use of
data collection [68, 69]. Similarly, the Privacy by Design con-
cept harnesses engineering and product design to protect pri-
vacy [70]. Privacy impact assessments aim to track the sys-
temic privacy impacts of decisions [71]. These developments
suggest that is possible to retain a sense of agency on the road
to the unknown future.

Conclusion

This article investigated metaphorical frames for the future of
privacy using focus group data and causal layered analysis.
The aim was to map citizens’ thinking on futures of privacy
using metaphorical frames. Thematic analysis was used to
cluster focus group participants into four groups with distinct
views on the conception of privacy, on privacy threats and
solutions, on the responsibility for protecting privacy and on
control over privacy.

Four metaphorical frames for privacy futures were con-
structed: ‘dodo’, ‘hemline’, ‘savings’ and ‘foundations of our
home’. The systemic drivers and worldviews behind these
frames were examined using causal layered analysis. The pri-
vacy conceptions expressed in the frames differed along two
key axes: individualistic or collective framing of privacy and
privacy viewed as a highly important or relatively mun-
dane issue. The analysis highlighted two key themes:
individuals’ struggle for control over a dominating fu-
ture and trust in the effectiveness of privacy legislation.
Rather than alternative futures, the frames can be
interpreted as different types of projections: primary
(what will happen if nothing is done), secondary (what
should be done) and historical (what could happen).
Therefore they relate to human agency in different
ways.

The study was exploratory but nonetheless the results have
significant research and policy implications. Further studies
could elaborate on the metaphorical frames that were construct-
ed in this study, and perhaps modify or refute them. One inter-
esting area for subsequent research is cultural differences.
Would the frames be radically different if a similar study was
conducted in China or in Nigeria? In which cultures is the
question of the future of privacy even relevant, and should it
be relevant? Another area of study is the influence of media on
these frames. Does recent media coverage or social media dis-
cussion of privacy issues significantly impact the expressed
views of non-experts, or are their views relatively stable?

Privacy protection is one of the key concerns in the ongo-
ing digital transformation. The debate about privacy needs to
be part of a broad and inclusive debate about the desirable
future direction for society. The whole ecosystem of meta-
phorical frames and cast of privacy actors, including citizens,
need to be part of the debate. In addition, potential system
traps and systemic interconnections need to be studied further.
In order to avoid traps and to find a path towards a desirable
future, policy-makers, companies and researchers need to take
individuals’ conceptions of privacy and its future seriously.
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Appendix 1: focus group questions

Round 1 – Privacy as a commodity (30 min)

Imagine a Saturday’s afternoon. You are entering in a large
mall. At the entrance, a steward suggests you to wear the
mall’s electronic bracelet. This is the new big offer of the mall.
This bracelet can record all your moves and transactions. The
mall’s Society is the operator of this system. The steward tells
you that two major advantages are for you if you accept it.
The first one is a 7% discount on each transaction that you do.
The second regards the personalization of the marketing that
will be addressed to you, just fitting your recorded profile….

What will you decide? Explain your motives and reasons.
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Could you consider personal data as something that belongs to
the person, as a personal property that each of us can engage to
get some advantages?

Round 2 – Privacy as a matter of concern (30 min)

Do you consider that privacy matters and why do you think so?

Is privacy a psychological issue related to the development of
self or a political one related to the development of a demo-
cratic society?

Do you think that the protection of privacy is an individual
issue or a collective one?

Do you think that privacy is in danger? And if yes,
explain why?

If you feel that privacy is in danger, what would you do to
protect it?

Round 3 – The law considers that privacy protection
is the protection of your personal data (30 min)

For you, what do we have to protect when considering privacy
protection?

Do you consider your privacy as a question of personal
data? Explain.
Could you explain your vision of what privacy is – if neces-
sary by using a term, a notion to characterize what you con-
sider as private?

When you say that you protect your privacy: what do you
protect and against whom?

To protect you against misuse of your personal data, and
hence to protect your privacy, the law obliges the data
controllers/collectors to get your consent (specific informed
indication) by which you signify your agreement to per-
sonal data relating to you being processed. It obliges them
also to be transparent about the processing and, if you
request it, to provide you with intelligible information re-
garding the performed processing of your data.

Do you consider this consent as sufficient and efficient to
protect your privacy?

Do you consider this transparency and information obligation
as sufficient and efficient to protect your privacy?

Round 4 – Recommendation for privacy (30 min)

Do you think that privacy will still matter at horizon 2050? Or
do you consider it as a misleading or as an outdated or obso-
lete concept?

If you consider that privacy will still matter, what would you
recommend to guarantee its protection?

Appendix 2: composition of clusters

The following tables present the composition of the partici-
pant clusters according to gender, focus group and age. Note
that the group of participants is not a representative sample but
a small group selected to include diverse participants.
Therefore the numbers are only indicative. Percentage shares
are not used because they are easily misleading for such small
numbers.

Table 9 Clusters according to gender

Cluster Number of
women

Number of
men

Total

Privacy as the dodo 4 8 12

Privacy as the hemline 2 3 5

Privacy as savings 1 3 4

Privacy as foundations
of our home

4 3 7

Total 11 17 28

Table 10 Clusters according to focus group

Cluster Finland Germany Israel Total

Privacy as the dodo 3 2 7 12

Privacy as the hemline 4 0 1 5

Privacy as savings 2 1 1 4

Privacy as foundations
of our home

1 3 3 7

Total 10 6 12 28
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